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Soil sampling at Oriole’s Wapouzé gold project in Cameroon has identified
multiple gold-in-soil anomalies including an 8km long NE-trending anomaly (>10
ppb Au) within the Bataol Zone in the northeast of the licence with a highest grade
of 531 ppb Au. Additional anomalies have also been identified in the southeast of
the licence, in the Bidzar Zone, one of which is supported by a 7.36 g/t Au selective
rock chip sample from an outcropping quartz vein. This latest news follows on
from earlier operational updates from Oriole’s activities at the Bibemi gold project
in Cameroon in addition to the Dalafin gold exploration project in Senegal which
are outlined in greater detail within this report.
On 6 March 2019, Oriole completed a 400m x 100m spaced systematic soil sample at
the Wapouzé gold project in Cameroon where the company is earning a 90% interest
from local partner, BEIG3. The programme focused on the eastern portion of the licence
where previous stream sediment sampling by the former operator returned five
anomalous samples greater than 25 ppb Au.
A total of 2,119 samples were collected from 30-40 cm below surface in most cases and
of the samples, six assayed greater than 100 ppb Au with a best result of 531 ppb Au. A
further 34 samples returned >20 ppb Au and 106 samples defined broader zones of
lower grade anomalism (>10 ppb Au).
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The results indicate two main zones of NE-trending mineralisation associated with
quartz veins hosted within a NE-trending package of sheared lithologies. These are the
Bataol Zone, extending 8km x 5km in the northeast of the licence covering the
previously identified 8km stream sediment anomaly, and the Bidzar Zone (2km x 4km),
in the southeast of the licence.
At the Bataol Zone, multiple >10 ppb Au anomalies have been defined including 8km x
0.2km and smaller 2.8km x0.2km and 2.2km x 0.2km. Higher grade zones (>60 ppb
Au) also exist within and independent of these anomalies including two measuring 1km
x 0.1km which could indicate a potential for higher grade ore shoots. The Bidzar Zone
contains narrower (0.1km) and less continuous anomalies including one 0.4km long
anomaly of >60 ppb Au. However, a second 0.8km anomaly in this zone is supported by
a 7.36 g/t Au rock chip sample. Oriole now intends to commence an infill soil
programme (to 200m x 100m) over three key anomalies at the primary Bataol Zone in
order to tighten up the anomalies ahead of a trenching decision.
On the financial side, Oriole announced in January 2019 that it expects to receive £0.5m
from HMRC following the resolution of a VAT dispute. The company also received an
R&D rebate from HMRC amounting to £40,000 in February 2019. This was augmented
by news that Oriole will also receive US$0.5m in success based payments from its
partner, Anadolu Export Maden Sanayi ve Ticaret Limited Şirketi, in relation to the
Karaağaç project in Turkey. This payment, which is being delivered in staged payments
of US$25,000 per month for 20 months (first payment received in February), was
triggered by the definition of a minimum JORC-2012 compliant resource for the project.
Oriole’s first phase soils programme has demonstrated continuous gold anomalism
in wide corridors over a cumulative strike length of c.13km in the Bataol Zone of
the Wapouzé licence in addition to identifying new anomalies in the Bidzar Zone
further south. This supports the company’s view that both its licences in Cameroon
have the capacity to host a brand new gold district.
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Update on the Bibemi gold project in Cameroon
On 6 March 2019, Oriole provided an update on its activities on the Bibemi gold project located in
Cameroon, where like Wapouzé, the company is earning up to a 90% interest in the project. In the last
quarter of 2018, Oriole reported that rock chip sampling results at Bibemi demonstrated high-grade
gold anomalism extending over a c.4km strike (see Turner Pope’s research note dated 28 November
2019 for further details).
Results from a follow-up Phase 1 trenching programme at Bibemi have now confirmed multiple zones
of orogenic-style mineralisation including 6m @ 3.02 g/t Au with individual veins returning up to
13.70 g/t Au. Mineralisation is associated with quartz and quartz-tourmaline veins hosted in
amphibolite schist and granodiorite, commonly enveloped by wider zones of sericite-chlorite-epidote
alteration.
Results for the remainder of the Phase 1 trenching programme are anticipated by early Q2 2019 and
will include four trenches covering the previously reported high-grade rock-chip samples of 135.40 g/t
Au, 119.70 g/t Au, 117.20 g/t Au and 107.20 g/t Au.

Trenching results summary
Phase 1 focused on two key areas, namely Zone 1 and Zone 2, within the central Bakassi zone where
former operator Reservoir Minerals Inc. had previously identified three parallel mineralised trends over
a cumulative strike distance of approximately 20km. A total of 22 trenches at depths of 1-2m were
completed for a total of 8,742m and sample analysis results have been received from the first 13
trenches (BT-001 to BT-013) with the best results (0.10 g/t Au cut-off) comprising:
•
•
•
•
•
•

6m @3.02 g/t Au (Trench BT-010)
1.4m @6.31 g/t Au and 1.2m @ 1.48 g/t Au (Trench BT-005)
2m @ 0.86 g/t Au (Trench BT-002)
2m @ 0.87 g/t Au (Trench BT-007)
4m @ 0.76 g/t Au (Trench BT-008)
2m @ 0.76 g/t Au (Trench BT-013)

Channel sampling of sampling of individual veins within these trenches has returned grades of up to
13.70 g/t Au and the highest grades yields from moderate to steeply dipping N-S oriented structures
which cross-cut the main NE-shear foliation.

Phase 2 trenching programme
Phase 2 infill trenching (100m spacing) will commence shortly for a planned 4,360m. Oriole plans
seven trenches for 3,170m at Zone 1 and five trenches for 1,190m at Zone 2.
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Senegal update – the Dalafin gold project
On 28 February 2019, Oriole provided an update on is 85%-owned exploration project in the
Kédougou-Kéniéba inlier of eastern Senegal where IAMGOLD Corporation has the option to spend up
to US$8.0m to earn a 70% interest in the project.
IAMGOLD has confirmed that it will restart exploration at the Dalafin gold project in the current month
following the recently announced Q4 2018 drilling results which reported a best intersection of 8m @
2.56 g/t Au in February 2019. The programme will now continue to explore the Madina Bafé prospect
as well as moving further north to the Saroudia prospect.

Programme highlights
IAMGOLD is poised to commence a US$1.0m Year 2 earn-in on Dalafin. The next stage of the
programme will continue its focus on the Madina Bafé prospect and include:
•
•

5,000m regional aircore (AC) drilling to extend the 2018 campaign to the north
4,000m reverse circulation (RC) drilling to follow up on the best results from last year’s
programme

The AC programme will comprise 1,267 vertical holes drilled on a 400m x 50m spacing where a bottom
hole sample will be taken from each hole to test the bedrock geochemistry and samples will be assayed
for low-level gold and multi-elements.
The RC programme will follow up on anomalous trends defined by the AC drilling and eight holes will
also be drilled to test an artisanal site in the northeast of the prospect which was identified during AC
drill pad construction.
IAMGOLD will also initiate work on the Saroudia prospect located some 2km to the northwest of
Madina Bafé, with activity focusing on:
•
•

2,500m regional AC drilling to explore for NE-structures located beneath transported laterites
Subsequent 1,600m RC drilling to follow up on best AC results

The AC drilling programme will be completed as 654 holes on the same spacing as at Madina Bafé to
test the most prospective areas. As with Madina Bafé, bottom hole samples will also be taken from each
hole to test the bedrock geochemistry and samples will be assayed for low-level gold and multielements.
Both of these targets are located within 20km of IAMGOLD’s Boto gold project (2.49 Moz) and first
results from this programme are expected in later Q2/Q3 2019.

Deal terms summary
Under the terms of its agreement with Oriole, AGEM Senegal Exploration Suarl (AGEM), a whollyowned subsidiary of IAMGOLD, is earning-in to an initial 51% interest in the Dalafin project by
spending US$4.0m on exploration over four years. IAMGOLD also has the option to increase its interest
to 70% by expending an additional US$4.0m over the subsequent two years.
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THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION INTO THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, JAPAN, CANADA OR AUSTRALIA.

Conflicts
This is a non-independent marketing communication under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). The
analyst who has prepared this report is aware that Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited (“TPI”) has a relationship with
the company covered in this report. Accordingly, the report has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements
designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by TPI or its
clients ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
TPI manages its conflicts in accordance with its conflict management policy. For example, TPI may provide services
(including corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese wall. Accordingly,
information may be available to TPI that is not reflected in this document. TPI may have acted upon or used research
recommendations before they have been published.

Risk Warnings
Retail clients (as defined by the rules of the FCA) must not rely on this document.
Any opinions expressed in this document are those of TPI’s research analyst. Any forecast or valuation given in this
document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is not a forecast of a likely outcome or
share price.
The value of securities, particularly those of smaller companies, can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and
sudden swings. In addition, the level of marketability of smaller company securities may result in significant trading
spreads and sometimes may lead to difficulties in opening and/or closing positions. Past performance is not necessarily a
guide to future performance and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future results.
AIM is a market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies and the rules of this market are less demanding
than those of the Official List of the UK Listing Authority; consequently AIM investments may not be suitable for some
investors. Liquidity may be lower and hence some investments may be harder to realise.

Specific disclaimers
TPI acts as joint broker to Oriole Resources (“Oriole”) which is listed on the AIM Market of the London Stock Exchange
(“AIM”). TPI’s private and institutional clients may hold, subscribe for or buy or sell Oriole’s securities.
This document has been produced by TPI independently of Oriole. Opinions and estimates in this document are entirely
those of TPI as part of its internal research activity. TPI has no authority whatsoever to make any representation or
warranty on behalf of Oriole.
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General disclaimers
This document, which presents the views of TPI’s research analyst, cannot be regarded as “investment research” in
accordance with the FCA definition. The contents are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable but no
warranty or representation, express or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion reflects TPI’s
judgement at the date of publication and neither TPI nor any of its directors or employees accepts any responsibility in
respect of the information or recommendations contained herein which, moreover, are subject to change without notice.
Any forecast or valuation given in this document is the theoretical result of a study of a range of possible outcomes and is
not a forecast of a likely outcome or share price. TPI does not undertake to provide updates to any opinions or views
expressed in this document. TPI accepts no liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising
from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document (except in respect of
wilful default and to the extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by applicable law).
The information in this document is published solely for information purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation
or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. The material contained in the document is general
information intended for recipients who understand the risks associated with equity investment in smaller companies. It
does not constitute a personal recommendation as defined by the FCA or take into account the particular investment
objectives, financial situation or needs of individual investors nor provide any indication as to whether an investment, a
course of action or the associated risks are suitable for the recipient.
This document is approved and issued by TPI for publication only to UK persons who are authorised persons under the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and to professional clients, as defined by Directive 2004/39/EC as set out in the
rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. This document may not be published, distributed or transmitted to persons in the
United States of America, Japan, Canada or Australia. This document may not be copied or reproduced or re-distributed to
any other person or organisation, in whole or in part, without TPI’s prior written consent.
Copyright © 2019 Turner Pope Investments (TPI) Limited, all rights reserved.
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